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2.1. Introduction

Porous materials, generally classified as organic and inorganic frame-
work species, have been widely employed to develop abundant func-
tions fitting to diverse applications, including energy storage, catalyst
supports, sorbents, separation membranes, photonic crystals, nanore-
actors, templates for nanolithography and nanopatterning, controlled
release, etc.1–4 Of particular importance here are homogeneous sur-
face chemistry of pore wall, pore size and pore geometry, which play
a key role in the capability of the pores of porous media. So far,
numerous strategies have been exploited to contribute to the design
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and construction of porous materials, primarily including both “top-
down” and “bottom-up” methodologies.5 As a traditional approach,
“top-down” can be usually controlled to drill pores in the solid sub-
strates with high accuracy by lithography tools, capable of designing
a rich variety of geometries.6–8 In this course, with the assist of phys-
ical or chemical microfabrication, the specific moiety of the solids can
be selectively etched to generate porosity while leaving the porous
substrates behind.8 However, the restrictions including sophisticated
operations and expensive equipments are still remained in such strat-
egy, even though the versatility of “top-down” has been recognized
currently. On the other hand, constructing nanostructures starting
from atoms or molecules is defined as “bottom-up”, which means that
it is a contrary process versus “top-down”.9 Typically, “bottom-up”
is performed in the form of self-assembly, producing structures with
the size from nanoscale to mesoscale and even to macroscale.10,11 For
instance, supramolecular self-assembly,12,13 polymerization-induced
microphase separation14,15 and breath figures,16–18 etc. Anyhow, in
“bottom-up” approach, the positioning capability of self-assembled
patterns is crucial yet slightly weaker compared to that of “top-
down”.19 Thus, “top-down” and “bottom-up” are commonly com-
bined to bridge their gaps for generating nanostructural materials
toward overcoming the obstacles of the both approaches.20,21 No
matter what the present level that the two methodologies achieve, it
still remains challenging to manufacture porous nanostructures with
tailored functionality in an efficient and affordable manner.

Block copolymers (BCPs) have been developed to pursue the
nanoporous structures with abundant morphologies and multiple
functions as well. BCPs are comprised of two or more chemically
distinct homopolymer chains linked by covalent bonds. Due to the
thermodynamically incompatible blocks in BCPs, phase separation
tends to occur in the length scale of tens of nanometers. A wealth of
morphologies of BCPs have been designed by the theoretical predi-
cation, which in turn guides the experiments to realize these desired
morphologies by phase separation.22–24 Transforming the dispersed
phases into voids provides an opportunity to produce porosities
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in BCPs, allowing the accessibility of BCPs in preparing porous
materials.25 According to the previous studies, the features of the
effectiveness, feasibility and easy-fabrication make the self-assembled
BCPs to be a popular pathway to meet the needs of ample func-
tionalities, where the dimensions and shapes of pore structures have
much potential to be well-controlled in high precision.3,26 Since much
attention has been drawn to porous BCPs, a variety of method-
ologies have been exploited to seek solutions to generate porosities
in BCPs.

A typical manner is to selectively etch the chemical-labile moiety of
BCPs, where the etched block should take up a minor volume fraction
of all blocks.27 Hillmyer and co-workers have realized the degradation
of poly(lactide) (PLA) in various kinds of BCP systems, including
poly(styrene)-b-poly(lactide) (PS-b-PLA),28,29 poly(styrene)-b-poly
(isoprene)-b-poly(lactide) (PS-b-PI-b-PLA),30 poly(styrene)-b-poly
(isoprene)-b-poly(styrene)-b-poly-(D, L-lactide) (PS-b-PI-b-PS-b-
PLA),31,32 poly(lactide)-b-poly(dimethylacrylamide)-b-poly(styrene)
(PLA-b-PDMA-b-PS).33 The common procedures are described as
follows: Immersing the BCPs containing PLA into methanolic base
solutions to induce the base hydrolysis of the PLA block firstly, then
the degraded components are washed away to create pores. Recently,
Hillmyer and co-workers also developed a strategy of olefin metathesis
to selectively degradepoly(butadiene) (PB), yieldingnanoporousPLA
matrix in the BCP of poly(butadiene)-b-poly(lactide) (PB-b-PLA).34

Moreover, Ho’s works mainly concentrated on the base hydrolysis
of poly(L-lactide) (PLLA) in poly(styrene)-b-poly(L-lactide) (PS-
b-PLLA) toward nanoporous BCPs.35,36 Besides, UV irradiation-
induced degradation of the moiety from BCPs is an alternative
pathway in terms of the production of porous materials. For example,
Steiner and coworkers utilized poly(styrene)-b-poly(isoprene) (PS-b-
PI) as the raw material to construct PS matrix after decomposing
the PI block via UV irradiation.37,38 In Russell’s group, with the
same photodegradation property as PI, poly(methylmethacrylate)
(PMMA) also can be removed by UV irradiation which leads
to the chain scission in poly(styrene)-b-poly(methylmethacrylate)
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(PS-b-PMMA).39,40 Subsequently, acetic acid can be adopted to
remove the degradation-derived PMMA oligomers from PS-b-PMMA,
enabling another route of selectively etch to generate porous BCPs. It
should be noted that, many strategies are keen on removing minority
phases from BCPs to create porosities including but not limited to the
examples mentioned above.41 Though destructive routes have been
already widely employed in this area in which nanoporous BCPs are
produced, such etchingmethodology always causes the deterioration of
mechanical stability of the obtained porous species,42 which should be
addressed urgently as the fatal problem in the component-degradative
routes. In addition, other issues including the time-consuming pro-
cures, harsh degradation conditions and easy to generate by-products
are needed to be tackled. It should be noted that only several blocks
can be degraded currently, that is, the types of BCPs are restricted in
preparing porous materials by the etching strategy.

Selective etch of dosing additives including homopolymers and
small molecules in BCPs is another effective access to yield porous
materials. For instance, incorporating PMMA homopolymer with
PS-b-PMMA enables the composite to self-assemble into well-ordered
phase-separated structures, the subsequent extraction of PMMA by
acetic acid or its aqueous solutions leads to the creation of porosi-
ties.43–45 Moreover, when PVP homopolymer is physically mixed
with BCPs to generate self-assembled structures, the nanopores can
instantly appear upon PVP additives being removed by their selec-
tive solvents.46,47 Besides, small molecule additives such as 2-(4′-
hydroxybenzeneazo) benzoic acid (HABA) and 3-n-pentadecylphenol
(PDP), can be easily hydrogen-bonded to PS-b-PVP and co-assemble
into well-ordered morphologies principally investigated by Stamm’s
group48,49 as well as Brinke’s and Ikkala’s groups.50–52 The pro-
duction of nanopores in such composite systems are facile to be
achieved by directly immersing the composites into polar solvents
(e.g. methanol or ethanol, etc.), in which hydrogen bonds are broken
while small molecules are selectively extracted out. Unfortunately,
the additive route is also detrimental to the mechanical stabil-
ity of the porous networks. The pore size of the porous materials
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is dependent on the amount of additives in this route. However,
the excessive additives will induce the morphology transitions of
BCP/additive systems, which is also liable to macrophase separa-
tion. Therefore, the continuously adjusted pore sizes cannot be avail-
able in a large scale. Currently, the utilization of porous BCPs has
been exceedingly hampered by the disadvantages of these destructive
routes at some extent.

Swelling-induced pore generation has emerged as a facile and
powerful tool to prepare porous materials initially starting from
solid BCPs.53,54 In the swelling course, BCPs are directly immersed
into the minority block-selective solvent for periods of time, then
the minority domains uptake the solvent to expand their vol-
ume, whilst the majority blocks construct a glassy matrix to keep
the integral mechanical stability. Upon taking the swollen BCPs
out from the selective solvent followed by air-drying, the BCP
materials are assured of a certain level of porosity which can be
tuned by regulating the swelling conditions. Selective swelling has
been included in a variety of research works to prepare porous
BCPs. Our group have concentrated on preparing nanoporous
materials by the selective swelling of poly(styrene)-b-poly(x-vinyl
pyridine) (PS-b-PxVP (x=2, 4)),53–73 poly(isoprene)-b-poly(styrene)-
b-poly(2-vinylpyridine) (PIP-b-PS-b-P2VP)74 and poly(styrene)-b-
poly(ethylene oxide) (PS-b-PEO)75 in alcohols, where alcohols are
appointed as good solvents for hydrophilic chains of PVP and
PEO but nonsolvents for PS matrix. Taking another hydrophilic
block, for instance, poly(N,N-dimethylaminoethylmethacrylate)
(PDMAEMA), to replace the hydrophilic PVP or PEO, the selec-
tive swelling still does work in the BCP system of poly(styrene)-b-
poly(N,N-dimethylaminoethylmethacrylate) (PS-b-PDMAEMA).76

As a physical process without chemical reactions, selective swelling
is extremely easy to be well controlled. The minority blocks are
swelled rather than etched away from BCPs, thus the nondestruc-
tive nature are equipped with the produced porous BCPs, sug-
gesting that the great possibility of the structural reversibility is
remained. Furthermore, in the course of swelling, the hydrophilic
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chains migrate to the surface and subsequently collapse onto pore
walls, allowing the intrinsic hydrophilic property of the porous BCP
materials. We also noted that even water could induce the pore for-
mation in PS-b-PVP and poly(styrene)-b-poly(acrylic acid) (PS-b-
PAA) micellar films attributing to the good affinity of water to the
micellar cores consisted of hydrophilic blocks.73,77–79 Additionally, as
a preferential solvent for PMMA, acitic acid is able to swell PMMA
microdomains, generating porosities in PS-b-PMMA.80–82 As a selec-
tive solvent for (PDMS), perfluorooctane can also create mesopores
in poly(styrene)-b-poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PS-b-PDMS) thin films.83

Apart from the organic solvents and water mentioned above, super-
critical (SC) CO2 is also capable of serving as the swelling agent to
transform poly(styrene)-b-poly(4-(perfluorooctylpropyloxy)styrene)
(PS-b-PFS) and polystyrene-b-poly(perfluorooctylethyl methacry-
late) (PS-b-PFMA) monoliths into foam structures which have been
reported by Yokoyama and coworkers previously.84–86 However,
because of the necessarity of the localization of CO2 in fluorinated
microdomains in the course of selective swelling, fluorinated block
copolymers are needed to be utilized at this time. Incorporating SC
CO2 with methanol is an alternative choice to introduce porosity in
PS-b-PVP.87 Notably, PS possesses a high glass transition tempera-
ture of ca. 100◦C,88 capable of acting as the glassy matrix, thus the
selective swelling of BCPs currently falls into the PS-based ones for
porous materials.

We previously aimed at 1D nanofibers and 2D thin films to
illustrate the course of selective swelling in constructing porous
nanostructures in BCPs.54 However, the swelling strategy has been
extended to the preparation of 3D nanoporous bulk materials after-
wards, in which bicontinuous and homoporous structures have been
obtained.66 The swelling-induced pore generation enables the ease
of fabrication of porous materials to meet the needs of membrane
separation, lithography, drug-delivery, anti-reflectivity, solar cells
and other applications, and shows a bright future. Here, we will
uncover the mechanism, kinetic control of structures, swelling con-
ditions and applications of the swelling-induced pore generation to
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provide a detailed yet deep understanding of this pore-generation
strategy.

2.2. Mechanism of Swelling-Induced Pore Generation

2.2.1. Proposed mechanism

The first discovery of selective swelling should be defined as core-
corona inversion in the BCP monolayer micellar film contributed by
Sohn and coworkers.89 Monolayer reverse micelles spin-coated from
the toluene solution of PS-b-P4VP are composed of PS coronas and
P4VP cores. Attributing to the merging of adjacent micelles in the
process of solvent evaporation, the micellar film is endowed with
the transferrable property at no sacrifice of the hexagonally closed-
packed arrays. Under the circumstance, exposing the micellar film to
ethanol, a selective solvent to P4VP but nonselective solvent for PS,
causes an inverted micellar nanopattern in situ. At about the same
time, Boontongkong and coworker proposed the “surface reconstruc-
tion” concept in PS-b-PAA system to illustrate their observation of
core-corona inversion of micelles in alkaline solutions.90 They carried
out the detailed study and concluded that the cavities were created
by both effects of the hydration and swelling of PAA cores. Conse-
quently, the two effects caused the expansion of PAA volume and
the rupture of PS coronas further. Since then, a variety of research
works have contributed to the study of selective swelling-induced
pore generation strategy in the micellar films of PS-b-PVP and PS-
b-PAA.73,77, 78, 91 In a word, swelling-induced pore generation came
out for the first time in the surface reconstruction of micelles. Such
mechanism can be described as follows: treating the reverse micelle
film with a selective solvent for the core-forming blocks induces such
phase to uptake the solvent, the volume of the swollen blocks is
expanded subsequently. Then the expanded blocks break through the
limitation of glassy coronas and overflow onto the film surface. How-
ever, tethered glassy chains of PS on substrates confine the growth
of the film in the upward direction. Upon drying, the swelling chains
collapse and the openings are introduced in the film. If the selective
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Fig. 2.1. (a) Schematic drawing of the morphological reconstruction of PS-b-
P2VP micellar films exposed to different solvents (purple, PS; red, P2VP). When
strong solvents for P2VP like ethanol were used, the PS-b-P2VP micellar film
underwent a complete cavitation and formed a continuous P2VP layer on top of
PS; When solvents with a poor affinity to P2VP, for example, alkaline water, were
used, a partial cavitation appeared. A portion of P2VP chains was exposed to the
surface, but the P2VP phases were still kept as separated domains. (Reprinted
from Ref. 73). Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. (b) Nondestructive
preparation of nanoporous membranes with bicontinuous morphology consisting
of recyclable asymmetric BCPs (green, glassy matrix of the BCP; red, swellable
component of the BCP). Minority blocks of BCPs were induced to be swollen
to form a continuous phase in a selective solvent. After evaporation of solvent,
the swollen blocks were collapsed onto pore walls and the nanoporous BCPs was
generated. (Reprinted from Ref. 53. Copyright 2010 Wiley-VCH.)

solvent has a strong affinity to the hydrophilic chains, the pores are
completely created and the hydrophilic chains are continuously dis-
tributed on the film surface (Fig. 2.1(a)); Otherwise, the solvent with
a weaker affinity merely leads to the partial openings.

We further introduced the concept of “swelling-induced pore gen-
eration” into bulk films and developed the mesoporous structures
in PS-b-P2VP.53 One can put the spin-coated film into ethanol at
elevated temperatures, the hydrophilic P2VP chains uptake ethanol
and expand their volume in the PS glassy matrix (Fig. 2.1(b)).
The osmosis pressure is gradually accumulated in the swollen P2VP
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microdomains at some extent followed by the release of pressure,
whilst the expanded P2VP pierce through the glassy PS matrix and
form a new continuous phase. As ethanol evaporates from the film,
P2VP chains collapse onto pore walls in the PS scaffold toward
the fixed porous property. The reported strategy has been widely
employed in other BCPs, for instance, PS-b-P4VP,72 PS-b-PDMS,83

PS-b-PMMA,82 etc. Furthermore, the selective swelling strategy has
also been introduced in 3D nanoparticles92,93 and 1D nanofibers55,58

to prepare nanoporous materials.
It should be noted that, homoporous membranes (HOMEs) with

homologous pore size and pore geometry will be generated if the
pre-aligned BCP films are used for the selective swelling. For exam-
ple, PS-b-P2VP films are able to self-assemble into well-ordered per-
pendicular P2VP cylinders within PS matrix by solvent annealing
(Fig. 2.2(a)). When the aligned films are immersed into hot ethanol,
P2VP chains will be swollen, leading to the generation of osmotic

Fig. 2.2. Schematic description of the pore formation mechanism of the per-
pendicularly oriented PS-b-P2VP flms treated in hot ethanol (PS matrix, blue;
P2VP chains, red; ethanol, ellipsoids). (Reprinted from Ref. 71. Copyright 2013
American Chemical Society.)
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pressure in the P2VP cylinders. Then the accumulated osmotic pres-
sure forces the P2VP chains to overflow on the membrane surface.
Attributing to enhancement of the mobility of PS in hot ethanol, PS
chains are stretched along the direction perpendicular to the mem-
brane surface while compacted in the transverse direction along the
substrate surface, in which the accumulated osmotic pressure acts
as the driving force (Fig. 2.2(b)). Upon drying, the P2VP chains
will collapse on pore walls and membrane surface, resulting in the
production of highly ordered perpendicular pores in the membrane
(Fig. 2.2(c)).

2.2.2. In-depth understanding of the pore formation

process

The investigation on the mobility of the swelling chains is vital
to understand the swelling-induced pore generation. Though in-situ
tracking of the process of the selective swelling is not capable of
being realized currently, other parameters, such as film thickness,
surface morphology, surface chemistry and structural reversibility,
etc. can establish the response to the movement of chains, allowing
an alternative pathway to deeply understand the mechanism.

Thanks to the limitation of the substrate to the swollen BCP
film in the lateral direction, the film volume merely expands upward
to accommodate the created porosity, leading to the increase of the
film thickness. For example, the ethanol swelling of PS-b-P2VP films
at 60◦C followed by air drying causes the sharp and nearly linear
increase by 104% in the film thickness in the initial 1 h. Subsequently,
a slower but continuous increase occurs as the swelling duration
extends from 1 to 15 h (Fig. 2.3(a)).61 Compared to the as-coated
film, there is a sum increase of 149% in the treated film subjected
to ethanol swelling for 15 h. At some extent, the increase in the
film thickness is linearly proportional to the volume expansion of
the film. This means that the generation of pores is compensated by
the increase of the film thickness since no weight loss occurs in the
swollen films. Hence, the porosity of the swelling-treated BCP films
is able to be estimated simply by comparing the thickness of the films
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Fig. 2.3. (a) The change in thickness of PS-b-P2VP films after swelling in five
linear monohydric alcohols for various durations. (b) The water contact angles
of the PS-b-P2VP films after swelling in different linear monohydric alcohols for
different durations. (Reprinted from Ref. 61. Copyright 2016 Wiley-VCH.)

before and after swelling. The BCP film treated in ethanol at 60◦C
for 1 h produces a porosity of 51% calculated from the change of the
thickness.61 The stronger swelling condition, for example, swelling
in ethanol at 60◦C for 15 h, enables the porosity of the film signifi-
cantly increase to as high as 60%. The thickness change before and
after swelling has also been reported in PS-b-PMMA films with acetic
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acid as the swelling agent.80 Besides, by extending swelling durations
or improving swelling temperatures, the ethanol-treated PS-b-PEO
films also exhibit increasing trends in the thickness.75

Previously, we investigated the swelling behaviors of the
PS-b-P2VP in monohydric alcohols with different-length carbon
chains.61 By employing methanol, ethanol, n-propanol, n-butanol
and n-hexanol as the swelling agents, we found that monohydric
alcohols with longer carbon chains had stronger swelling effects, lead-
ing to a faster swelling. It is worth noting that, the swelling agent
should have a strong affinity to P2VP and a moderate swelling effect
to PS. In the course of swelling, PS chains will be plasticized and
stretched in the vertical direction by the swollen P2VP chains. Since
high-carbon monohydric alcohols possess smaller discrepancy of sol-
ubility parameters to PS, the mobility of PS chains is thus enhanced
in such swelling solvents. Since the monohydric alcohols are all the
good solvents to P2VP, the deformation of PS matrix will be more
remarkable with the increase of carbon numbers in these alcohols.
Therefore, the faster swelling induced by the monohydric alcohols
with longer carbon chains leads to a rapid growth of the film thickness
in the initial stage (Fig. 2.3(a)). However, the excessive swelling will
cause the micellization of the films, resulting in the collapse of the PS
infrastructure. As a consequence, the maximum of the film thickness
is achieved when ethanol was assigned as the swelling agent rather
than other monohydric alcohols with longer carbon chains. In addi-
tion, owing to the weakest swelling effect of methanol, the minimum
of the film thickness should be trapped at this point. If the alcohols
with more than one hydroxyl group are used as the swelling agents,
such as glycol or glycerol, the thickness of the films will undergo a
slight increase (<5%) after swelling. We hold that because the car-
bon atoms are equal to the hydroxyl groups in number in the two
swelling agents, there are many chances to generate hydrogen bonds
between the pyridine groups of P2VP and the hydroxyl groups of
alcohols. Although the strong affinity of the two swelling agents to
P2VP can induce the migration of P2VP chains to the film surface,
the PS matrix is still nearly intact due to their quite weak affinity
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towards PS. Notably, the increased film thickness and porosity will
inevitably occur in the swelling process, accompanying the evolu-
tion of surface morphology meanwhile. To avoid the redundancy, the
morphology evolution will be discussed in Section 2.3.1.

In the swelling course, the hydrophilic chains of amphiphilic
BCPs will migrate to the film surface followed by shrinking and col-
lapsing on pore walls upon drying in air. That is, the hydrophilicity
of the film surface is proportional to the concentration of migrated
P2VP chains. Anyhow, water contact angle (WCA) is capable of
straightforwardly illustrating the hydrophilic property of the surface
of the BCP films at some extent. Initially, with a lower surface energy
of PS (γPS = 45.5 mJ/m2) than P2VP (γP2VP = 50 mJ/m2),76 the
preferential segregation of PS on the surface is taken place in the
film formation process. Hence, the as-spin-coated film has a contact
angle of ca. ∼90◦ in accordance with that of PS homopolymers.94 In
general, a decreased trend in WCA is revealed in the swelled PS-b-
P2VP films in alcohols at 60◦C, which means more and more P2VP
chains migrate to the film surface in the swelling course. For example,
exposing the PS-b-P2VP films to ethanol at 60◦C for 10 min followed
by air-drying, a reduced WCA of 62◦ can be obtained, indicating the
enrichment of hydrophilic P2VP chains on the film surface induced
by ethanol swelling. With the extension of the swelling durations,
WCAs remain relatively stable over time with only minor fluctua-
tions. To uncover the swelling mechanism, a series of monohydric
alcohols containing different carbons including ethanol were investi-
gated as swelling agents (Fig. 2.3(b)). The alcohols present diverse
swelling effects in BCPs, and the trends of the WCAs of the treated
films are comparable to that of ethanol. During the initial 10 min
of swelling, all of the monohydric alcohols enable the WCAs of the
BCP films to pick up a downward trend, implying the migration of
more hydrophilic P2VP chains on the film surfaces. After swelling of
10 min, the WCAs are assigned as 42◦, 70◦, 75◦ and 76◦ for methanol,
n-propanol, n-butanol and n-hexanol, respectively. Apparently, the
alcohols with shorter carbon chains produce more hydrophilic sur-
faces in the BCP films. However, the WCAs stop decreasing, and
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Fig. 2.4. The XPS spectra showing the N 1s peaks of the films immersed in
(a) ethanol for different durations and (b) different solvents for 10 min, respec-
tively. (Reprinted from Ref. 61. Copyright 2016 Wiley-VCH.)

stabilize at around 70◦ for n-propanol, n-butanol and n-hexanol and
55◦ for both methanol and ethanol eventually.

To better understand the WCA results, X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) can be employed to analyze the surface compo-
sitions of the BCP films before and after swelling.61 For PS-b-P2VP
films, the nitrogen content is suitable to illustrate the concentration
of P2VP on the film surface since a unique nitrogen atom is included
in the pyridine group of the 2VP monomer. Thus, the assessment
of the N ratio provides a simple approach to declare the migra-
tion of P2VP chains resulting from ethanol swelling. The N ratio of
PS-b-P2VP (MPS

n = 50 kg/mol; MP2VP
n = 16.5 kg/mol) is calculated

as 3.02% in the pristine film surface (Fig. 2.4(a)). After swelling in
ethanol at 60◦C for 10 min, the atomic N ratio increases instantly
to 5.8%. With the elongation of the swelling duration from 10 min
to 1 and 15 h, the ratios are further increased to 5.96% and 6.93%,
respectively, suggesting the progressive migration of the P2VP chains
to the film surface. The continuous migration of P2VP chains to the
surface seems inconsistent with the WCAs of the BCP films. Actually,
the surface topography has significant impacts on the WCAs of the
film surface, the details can be found in our previous work.61 Besides,
the film surfaces of the BCPs treated by other monohydric alcohols,
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such as methanol and n-butanol, are also investigated by XPS. With
the swelling treatment at 60◦C for 10 min, the atomic N content
of the films are determined to be 6.63% and 5.9% in methanol and
n-butanol, respectively. These results indicate that the monohydric
alcohols with longer carbon chains lead to less migration of P2VP
chains to the film surface in the swelling course.

Regardless of the types or the initial morphologies of the BCPs,
in the course of the selective swelling, the block with a stronger
affinity to the swelling agents always preferentially migrates to the
film surface and constructs a solvophilic interface. BCPs, includ-
ing PS-b-P2VP,59,61, 62, 70 PS-b-PEO75 and PS-b-PMMA,80 have also
been selected to investigate the migration of polar chains before and
after swelling by XPS analysis.

The selective swelling is a physical process without chemical reac-
tions, thus the pore opening and closing can be easily switched in dif-
ferent selective solvents. In other words, the structural reversibility
of BCP materials has much potential to be carried out here. Ethanol
swelling-induced micelle inversion created porosity in the PS-b-P2VP
film comprised of monolayer reverse micelles, whilst the hydrophilic
P2VP chains migrated to and lined along the cavity walls.73 The
nanoporous micelle film was then exposed to o-xylene, a PS-selective
solvent, to investigate the recovery behavior of structure. o-xylene
penetrated into P2VP layers and diffused to PS domains underneath,
which caused the swelling of PS and the rupture of P2VP outlayers,
leading to the merging of PS chains subsequently. Due to the strong
affinity of o-xylene to PS and slight affinity to P2VP, in a fast period
of duration, for instance, 30 s, the initial core (P2VP) — corona
(PS) micelle structure was recovered. The dissolution of BCPs and
the disassociation of the re-formed micelles are involved in the recov-
ery process. The dual effects lead to a smaller micelle size after 3
min immersion in o-xylene than that of the initial reverse micelles.
However, the fast recovery course impedes the observation of the
precise control as well as the capture of the intermediate struc-
tures. A mild recovery behavior should be developed to tackle the
issues, hence cyclohexane with a weak affinity to PS was utilized
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to treat the nanoporous monolayer micelles in the form of films.
Consequently, the porous micelles were able to recover their initial
spherical morphology within 2 h immersion. Different from the selec-
tive solvent-induced pore closing, thermal annealing was assigned
to perform the pore closing by Xu and coworker. In their work,
a morphology-reversible route was carried out in the acetic acid-
induced nanoporous PS-b-PMMA thin film. The deterioration of the
initial morphology didnot appear with cycles of closed-open states
up to three.80 It is worth noting that no blocks are removed in the
elaborated reversible BCP structures. Therefore, we have recently
extended the reversible course to 20 cycles in the PS-b-P2VP bulk
films by employing ethanol and cyclohexane as the selective solvents
for the pore-opening and -closing, respectively.68 Apart from the
films, the BCP spheres with the diameter of hundreds of nanome-
ters have also been controlled to realize the reversible open/closed
course, which was reported by Jin and coworker.92 They annealed the
swelling-induced porous PS-b-P2VP nanospheres in the atmosphere
of m-xylene for periods of time, inducing the porous nanospheres
recover to the pristine dense structures with phase-separated pat-
terns. Compared to other pore-opening avenues in BCP materials,
the selective swelling-induced BCP nanostructures are endowed with
a unique yet complete reversible behavior.

2.3. Kinetic Evolution of Pore Morphology and Size

2.3.1. Pore morphology

The BCPs undergo a series of evolutions in morphology in the process
of the swelling-induced pore generation, generally from the diverse
intermediate nanostructures to the core-corona micelles finally.54

Upon withdrawing the BCP materials from the swelling agents, the
on-going swelling behavior should be instantly terminated. There-
fore, the abundant evolved structures are all able to be captured
theoretically at every stage in the swelling course. A variety of quasi-
morphologies, including 1D nanorods, 2D ultra thin films and 3D
bulk materials, can be indeed observed.
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1D PS-b-P2VP nanorods can be prepared by the template syn-
thesis of the self-ordered AAO.55 As a result of the similar mass
density of PS and P2VP, a clear presentation was not available
under TEM in terms of the distribution of the both domains here.
To enhance the contrast, the P2VP blocks were stained as dark by
iodine. Consequently, cylindrical P2VP domains parallel to the long
axes of the nanorods were unambiguously demonstrated by TEM
observation (Fig. 2.5(a)). The preferential segregation of the P2VP
blocks to the pore walls of the AAO templates should be accessi-
ble while the BCP was infiltrated into AAO, in which P2VP line
along the external surface of the nanorods. However, the edges of the
nanorods were not highlighted here. As a polar solvent, non-ionized
ethanol can be hydrogen-bonded to the pyridine groups of P2VP
chains, which guarantees an attainable swelling behaviors of BCPs
in ethanol. Upon exposed to ethanol at 60◦C for 10 min, the solid
nanorods were converted into the hollow channels embedded in the
PS matrix, where the pores were constructed at the origin positions
of the P2VP domains induced by the selective swelling. Thanks to
the large discrepancy of the mass thickness in the nanorods after
swelling, many bright lines along the BCP nanorods were observed
and assigned as the pores (Figs. 2.5(b) and 2.5(c)). To further catch
more details, iodine staining was adopted to perform the contrast
inversion in the swelling-induced porous nanorods (Fig. 2.5(d)). As
in the case of the porous nanorods shown in Figs. 2.5(b) and 2.5(c),
the bright channels were replaced by the dark lines after staining.
Considering that the stained P2VP domains exhibit darker than the
unstained PS domains in color, P2VP chains should collapse onto
channel walls upon withdrawing the BCP nanorods from ethanol
bath. The notable sharp dark edges are shown in the external surface
of the nanorods, indicating more P2VP chains migrated to the outer
surface after swelling compared to that of the as-released nanorods.

Acid atmosphere can transform the neutral pyridine groups of
P2VP (pKa ≈ 4.00)95 into cationic pyridinium groups by protona-
tion, accelerating the reconstruction of the BCP structures. 0.8 mL
of 0.01 M aqueous HCl solutions and 0.2 mL of ethanolic suspensions
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Fig. 2.5. (a) TEM top-view image of an as-released nanorod consisting of
cylinder-forming PS-b-P2VP after staining the P2VP with iodine. The dark lines
parallel to the nanorod axis represent cylindrical P2VP domains. Inset: TEM
image of an ultrathin slice containing a section across a PS-b-P2VP nanorod.
The P2VP domains stained with iodine are darker than the background. (b–d)
TEM images of released nanorods consisting of cylinder-forming PS-b-P2VP after
exposure to ethanol at 60◦C for 10 min. (b) Large-field view and (c) detail of
unstained PS-b-P2VP nanorods containing nanochannels parallel to their long
axes. (d) PS-b-P2VP nanorod after staining P2VP with iodine. The walls of
the nanochannels seen in panels a and b consisting of P2VP appear as dark
lines. Inset: detail of a stained PS-b-P2VP nanorod clearly showing an outermost
P2VP layer appearing as a dark contour line separating nanorod and background.
(Reprinted from Ref. 55. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.)

of the PS-b-P2VP nanorods were mixed to be further heated at 80◦C
or 95◦C for durations. Once the swelling process was included in
a 1:4 ethanol/0.01 M HCl (aq) mixture heated at 80◦C for 2 h,
the P2VP domains were able to be converted into hollow cavities.
Consequently, cylindrical channels running along the nanorods were
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constructed in the solid matrix (Fig. 2.6(a)). Further increasing the
swelling strength to a higher level, for example, 95◦C for 10 min, the
reconstructed morphology was converted into interconnected strands
(Fig. 2.6(b)). The swelling temperature of 95◦C is close to but slightly
lower than the Tg of PS (around 100◦C), the strong swelling behavior
drives the P2VP volume to drastically expand hence. To accommo-
date the expansion of cylindrical P2VP domains confined in the PS
matrix, the morphology reconstruction of the nanorods must occur.
Eventually, the P2VP pierce through the glassy PS walls and wrap up
the PS chains to generate the strands embedded with voids. Prolong-
ing the swelling duration to 15 h led to a more intense reconstruction,
which approached the equilibrium morphology. So the production
of strings of spheres suspended in the swelling mixture was finally
achieved (Fig. 2.6(c)). Since the stronger affinity of the swelling agent
is appointed to the P2VP rather than the PS, the BCP spherical
particles consisted of PS cores and P2VP coronas were obtained.

However, as a good solvent for P2VP and nonsolvent for PS,
acetic acid (pKa = 4.75), which is less acidic than the cationic pyri-
dinium groups of protonated P2VP, exhibits the strongest swelling
effects compared to the acidic ethanol mixture or ethanol.57 The
apparent mesopores extending along the long axes over the entire
nanorods were built after swelling at 20◦C for 10 min (Fig. 2.7(a)).
Bundles of partially interconnected cylindrical strands were remained
as in the case of swelling at 60◦C for 10 min (Fig. 2.7(b)). The pristine
shape of nanorods were still remained as the reconstructed morphol-
ogy, but the distribution of the blocks was altered after swelling. That
is, the dispersed P2VP domains were surrounded by the continuous
PS domains in the as-prepared nanorods, then the swelling was able
to induce the P2VP chains to wrap the PS matrix up. The cylin-
drical stands were broken and transformed into the interconnected
spherical micelles after a long expose of 12 h at 60◦C (Fig. 2.7(c)).
The equilibrium morphology here is similar to that in Fig. 2.6(c),
suggesting that the high-degree swelling will cause the morphology
transitions, in which the micelles comprised of hydrophilic coronas
and hydrophobic cores should be formed. As we described above,
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Fig. 2.6. (a) Nanorods with interconnected strands obtained by heating (a)
to 80◦C for 2 h while suspended in a 1:4 ethanol/0.01 M HCl(aq) mixture;
(b) Nanorods with interconnected strands obtained by heating (a) to 95◦C for
10 min while suspended in a 1:4 ethanol/0.01 M HCl(aq) mixture; (d) Nanorods
strings of spheres obtained by heating them to 95◦C for 15 h while suspended in
a 1:4 ethanol/0.01 M HCl(aq) mixture. (Reprinted from Ref. 55. Copyright 2008
American Chemical Society.)
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Fig. 2.7. TEM images of dried PS-b-P2VP nanorods released from AAO with a
mean pore diameter of 180 nm after swelling in acetic acid for (a) 10 min at 20◦C,
(b) 10 min at 60◦C, and (c) 17 h at 60◦C. (Reprinted from Ref. 57. Copyright
2011 American Chemical Society.)

upon exposing the nanorods to ethanol instead, the swelling course
became retarded compared to that in the acid/ethanol mixture or
acid.55,57, 65 In short, a milder morphology evolution remains and is
benefit to capture the intermediate nanostructures in ethanol.

If the BCP materials are switched from 1D nanorods to 2D mono-
layer micellar films, the swelling behavior still does work regardless of
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Fig. 2.8. AFM height images of as-coated PS-b-P2VP film (a), PS-b-P2VP film
immersed in ethanol for 30 s (b), 10 min (c), and 16 h (d). Note that all AFM
images presented here have a scan size of 1 μm × 1 μm and a Z scale of 20 nm.
(Reprinted from Ref. 73. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.)

their different initial morphologies. For example, hexagonally packed
monolayer micelle film was prepared by spin-coating the o-xylene
solutions of PS-b-P2VP on substrates (Fig. 2.8(a)).73 Since o-xylene
is a good solvent to PS while nonsolvent for P2VP, the nonsoluble
P2VP contributed to the formation of micellar cores surrounded by
the intact PS coronas. The micellar film was merely immersed into
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ethanol for 30 s, then the film morphology instantly underwent a
remarkable change with the creation of homogeneous cavities dis-
tributing on the film surface (Fig. 2.8(b)). The surface gradually
became smoother, whilst the well-registered pores were much more
distinct with the extension of ethanol exposure to 10 min and even
16 h (Figs. 2.8(c) and 2.8(d)). The two-step course is included in this
course here: diffusion and swelling. The selective solvent, ethanol,
penetrates into the thin layer of PS and swells the hydrophilic P2VP
domains. The continuous diffusion of ethanol molecules will greatly
expand the volume of P2VP. Upon the accumulated osmosis exceeds
than the entanglement force of PS chains, the rupture then takes
place in the thinnest regions of PS coronas. Subsequently, the swollen
P2VP chains force PS chains to move forward and away from the
center of the micelles, and the deformed PS starts to merge with
each other to construct a continuous moiety. Thus the P2VP chains
collapse on the merged PS phase after swelling followed by air drying,
leading to the complete opening of the monolayer films (Fig. 2.1(a)).

Although alkaline water serves as nonsolvent for PS and P2VP,
it has a stronger affinity to P2VP. Hence, we further investigate the
morphology reconstruction of the BCPs in alkaline water. Immersing
the monolayer micellar film in water with pH = 8 for 30 s, 3 min,
30 min and 18 h induces a gradual evolution of the surface morphol-
ogy. Compared to the treatment in ethanol, water exhibits weaker
swelling behaviors in terms of the course of the openings in micelles.
Exposing to water for 30 s was able to generate shallow pits on the
top of the micelles in the film (Fig. 2.9(a)). As the immersion time
came to 3 min, the pits were developed to be larger in size and deeper
as well, consequently a high contrast between the pits and their sur-
roundings was obtained in the AFM topography (Fig. 2.9(b)). The
micelles started to merge with each other and lost their lateral order-
ing upon the exposing time prolonged to 30 min (Fig. 2.9(c)). In some
areas, the pits began to deform to be narrow channels. Especially,
these pits and channels were further converted into large holes with
short-range ordering (Fig. 2.9(d)). In addition, the surface topog-
raphy of the micellar films became more and more flat with the
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Fig. 2.9. AFM height images of PS-b-P2VP films immersed in water with pH = 8
for 30 s (a), 3 min (b), 30 min (c), and 18 h (d). (Reprinted from Ref. 73. Copyright
2010 American Chemical Society.)

extension of the swelling time in water. However, the generation of
pores is insufficient when water is assigned as the swelling agent,
which corresponds to the illustration of Fig. 2.1(a).

When the swelling comes to the 3D BCP materials, the gen-
eration of the porous structures is still available. The as-deposited
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PS-b-P2VP thick film, which is prepared by spin-coating BCP
solutions on substrates, exhibited the nonporous property.53 The
dense film, containing randomly oriented P2VP cylinders in the PS
matrix, can be converted into nanoporous structures after ethanol
treatment at 60◦C for 10 min (Fig. 2.10(a)). At this stage, a minor
structure evolution was achieved compared to the initial morphol-
ogy due to the short exposure of the BCP film to ethanol, in which
the intact cylindrical morphology is still remained. The cylindri-
cal texture was subsequently developed to be much coarser toward
bicontinuous structure while extending the swelling duration to 1 h
(Fig. 2.10(b)). Until the swelling time was prolonged to 4 h, the
generation of the bicontinuous structure was then completely accom-
plished (Fig. 2.10(c)). The porous networks became much more dis-
tinct and propagated throughout the entire film after swelling for 15
h (Figs. 2.10(d) and 2.10(e)). A specific surface area of 42 m2· g−1 was
subsequently determined by Brunauer-Emmett-Teller analysis in this
loose BCP structures. It should be noted that, only the mesopores
are retained in the swelling-induced porous BCPs here. The swelling-
induced pore generation strategy can not yield micropores at all.
Such swelling process has been illustrated in the motif of Fig. 2.1(b).
To demonstrate the interconnected porous nature in the BCP films,
electrodeposition was employed to fill the gold into the porosities of
the nanoporous BCP films. The subsequent extraction of the BCP
from the hybrid films facilitated the production of the porous gold
matrix, revealing that the continuous pore systems are available in
the swelling-induced BCP films.

As discussed above, the monohydric alcohols, except for ethanol,
can be used as the swelling agents to yield nanoporous structures.
The surface characterizations of the BCP films were carried out after
swelling in methanol, n-propanol and n-butanol. The similar trends
of the morphology evolution were certified with the extension of the
swelling durations (Fig. 2.11). Round-shaped pores were appeared
on the film surface with 10 min swelling at 60◦C as methanol
was the swelling agent (Fig. 2.11(a1)). Extending the swelling to
1 h, the surface topography merely became slightly coarser, and
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Fig. 2.10.
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Fig. 2.10. (figure on facing page) SEM images of PS-b-P2VP membranes at
different stages of swelling with ethanol at 60◦C. (a–d) Top views after swelling
times of (a) 10 min, (b) 1 h, (c) 4 h, and (d) 15 h. (e) Cross-sectional view of a
PS-b-P2VP membrane after swelling for 15 h. Panels (a–e) have the same mag-
nification. The scale bar in (a) corresponds to 200 nm. (Reprinted from Ref. 53.
Copyright 2010 Wiley-VCH.)

Fig. 2.11. The surface SEM images of S2VP films soaked in (a) methanol,
(b) n-propanol, and (c) n-butanol for (a1, b1, c1) 10 min, (a2, b2, c2) 1 h, (a3,
b3, c3) 4 h and (a4, b4, c4) 15 h, respectively. All the images have the same mag-
nification and the scale bar is shown in (c4). (Reprinted from Ref. 61. Copyright
2016 Wiley-VCH.)
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the morphology kept unchanged nearly (Fig. 2.11(a2)). With the
immersing time reaching 4 h, some round pores close to each other
were merged together to create elongated pores with larger aspect
ratios (Fig. 2.11(a3)). These pores are more evident after the swelling
duration was increased to 15 h (Fig. 2.11(a4)). When the swelling
agents came to the high-carbon monohydric alcohols, the drastic mor-
phology evolutions were experienced in the BCP films. Upon exposed
to n-propanol at 60◦C for 10 min, the BCP film exhibited densely
packed round and elongated pores (Fig. 2.11(b1)). Such porous mor-
phology was hardly achieved in methanol or ethanol unless the
higher swelling temperatures or more durations were employed. If
the swelling time of n-propanol was specified as 1 h at 60◦C, appar-
ent rough surface was obtained in the BCP film (Fig. 2.11(b2)). The
pores here became larger in size as well as in number compared to
the results acquired with 10 min swelling. Further prolonging the
swelling to 4 h, interconnected fibers were appeared on the film
surface (Fig. 2.11(b3)). The fibers became more evident and inde-
pendent upon the swelling duration came to 15 h (Fig. 2.11(b4)).
As n-butanol possesses stronger swelling effects in BCPs than n-
proponal, the fibrous morphology was instantly achieved after a brief
swelling with the duration of 10 min in n-butanol (Fig. 2.11(c1)).
More pronounced cylindrical micelles comprised of PS cores and
P2VP coronas were able to be prepared with the elongation of the
swelling time in n-butanol (Fig. 2.11(c2–c4)). However, if the BCP
film was treated in n-hexanol at 60◦C for 14 h, a gentle ultrason-
ication oscillation can then induce the generation of the isolated
nanofibers, confirming that the films were consisted of the stacked
nanofibers as we just described.

Apart from the aforementioned examples, the reported swelling
behavior in 3D PS-b-PVP films has also been demonstrated and com-
pletely repeated in other works.60–62,69 Other BCPs, for instance,
PS-b-PEO75 and PIP-b-PS-b-P2VP,74 have also been used to create
pores via the selective swelling approach. Including but not limited
to the types of BCPs described above, the selective swelling acts as
an effective role in their pore forming process. Hence, BCP particles
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with diameters of hundreds of nanometers are still contained in the
scope of the swellable BCP forms. An example is to induce the solid
PS-b-P2VP nanospheres to transform into loose strand aggregates
with apparent voids, in which the ethanol/0.01M HCl(aq) mixture
(v/v: 1:4) was employed as the swelling agent by Jin and cowork-
ers.96 Improving the swelling temperature led to a severe morphol-
ogy reconstruction and produced the core (PS) — corona (P2VP)
morphology in the swelling agent. By exposing the BCP nanopar-
ticles to ethanol, they captured more intermediate structures and
observed cylindrical micelles via the adjustment of the swelling tem-
peratures and durations.93 If the PS-b-P2VP nanoparticles are ini-
tially annealed as the well-defined phase-separated morphology, for
instance, onion-like morphology93 or vertical P2VP cylinders embed-
ding in the PS matrix,92 the selective swelling produced ordered voids
in the position of the pristine P2VP domains in the nanoparticles.

SC CO2 is an alternative swelling agent to construct nanopores in
PS-b-PFMA monoliths instead of PS-b-PVP. Vesicle-like structures
could be yielded in PS-b-PFMA (MPS

n = 17.7 kg/mol; MPFMA
n =

6.23 kg/mol) as long as the processing pressure of 20 MPa was applied
in the swelling course of SC CO2.85 Such produced morphology was
further converted into unilamellar structures with the treating pres-
sure from 25 and 30 MPa. In addition, if PS-b-PFMA (MPS

n = 20
kg/mol; MPFMA

n = 13 kg/mol) with a higher molecular weight was
utilized, the obtained structures were completely different in terms
of the surface morphology.86 Actually, after swelling in the SC CO2

with the process pressure of 10, 20 and 30 MPa, nanocellular PS-b-
PFMA monoliths were observed under SEM.

2.3.2. Pore size

Pore size is dictated by the molecular weight of BCPs as well as
the swelling conditions in the selective swelling strategy, in other
words, the changes of pore size have a tight relationship with the
swelling strength for a given BCP. As stated above, 1D nanorods
and 3D nanoparticles can be transformed into loose structures in the
swelling course, greatly impeding the statistics of pore size of these
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BCP materials with a wealth of evolved structures. Hence, here we
primarily focus on the elucidation of 2D ultrathin and 3D bulk films
in the aspect of pore size, where both disordered and ordered phase
separation are introduced in the BCP materials prior to the selective
swelling.

When the PS-b-P2VP monolayer micelle film was exposed to
ethanol for 30 s, the densely packed micelles (Fig. 2.8(a)) were thus
converted into nanoporous arrays with a pore diameter of 17 nm
(Fig. 2.8(b)).73 The pore size was increased to 23 nm after ethanol
exposing for 10 min (Fig. 2.8(c)), indicating that the pore diameters
were gradually enlarged by the stronger selective swelling effects.
The P2VP cores are confined in the glassy PS coronas in the reverse
micelles, resulting in the occurrence of the confined swelling, thus the
excessive expansion of the swollen P2VP chains is prohibited. So the
pore size maintained the same with that of the swelling of 10 min
despite the extending of the swelling duration to 16 h (Fig. 2.8(d)).

In the as-deposited nonporous PS-b-P2VP ((MPS
n = 50 kg/mol;

MP2VP
n = 16.5 kg/mol) thick film, the spacing of the randomly dis-

tributed P2VP phase was calculated as 42 nm in the PS matrix.53

The pores were created with ethanol swelling, and their sizes were
then enhanced by prolonging the swelling durations at 60◦C. For
example, the pore sizes were determined to be 25 and 40 nm upon
the swelling durations came to 1 and 15 h, respectively (Figs. 2.10(b)
and 2.10(d)). However, the disordered pores in the thick films are
harmful to be picked up in the comparison of their sizes. In stark
contrast, well-ordered hexagonally cylindrical pores are comparable
in illustrating the kinetic evolution of the BCP structures imposed
by the selective swelling. The pre-aligned PS-b-P2VP film, contain-
ing densely packed P2VP cylinders embedding in PS matrix, was
immersed into ethanol at 40◦C for 3 h to induce the creation of cylin-
drical pores with a diameter of ∼18 nm (Fig. 2.12(a)).71 The pore
sizes of the films can be further enlarged by simply increasing the
swelling temperatures (Figs. 2.12(b–d)). By improving the swelling
temperature to 60◦C, the pore size was correspondingly increased to
∼46 nm. The swelling temperature of 70◦C facilitated the pores to
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obtain a larger size of ∼52 nm (Fig. 2.12(e)), in which the higher
swelling temperatures accelerate the swelling of P2VP chains and
continuously squeeze the glassy PS matrix to generate larger pores
afterwards. With the increase of the swelling temperatures from 40
to 70◦C, the pore areas in the film surface become larger and larger
at some extent. That is, the surface porosities of the porous BCP
films are gradually enhanced in the swelling course, and can be even
up to more than 25% at a swelling temperature of 70◦C. Under the
circumstance, the pore size as well as the porosity is commonly rec-
ommended in evaluating the structural evolution in the ordered BCP
materials.

With additives in BCPs, the swelling behavior still plays a key
role in extending pore size in the BCP films. For example, the
supramolecules composed of PDP and PS-b-P4VP self-assembled into
highly ordered P4VP(PDP) perpendicular cylinders dispersing in PS
matrix, subsequently ethanol soaking was performed to yield straight
nanopores in the supramolecular films.72 In the course of ethanol
soaking of the supramolecules at elevated temperatures, the effects
including the dissolution of PDP and the swelling of PS-b-P4VP syn-
chronously take place, giving rise to the generation of pores. Still, we
are able to analyze the different roles of the both effects in creating
pores by comparing the expanded pore sizes contributed by their
respective function. In fact, the pore sizes imposed by the selec-
tive swelling are indeed gradually raised with the increase of the
swelling temperatures. For example, the cylindrical pores produced
by the extraction of PDP was calculated as 18.8 nm in diameter
at room temperature. Larger cylindrical pores with the diameter of
25.3 nm were obtained once the temperature of the ethanol bath
was increased to 60◦C for 1 h. Not only cylindrical pores but also
other types of ordered pores, such as gyroidal channels, enable to
clearly present the kinetic evolution of BCP structures by evaluating
their adjustable pore sizes.72 Also, the complete dissolution of PDP
from the supramolecular films caused the generation of gyroidal pores
with a diameter of 13.9 nm. After ethanol soaking at 55◦C for 1 h,
the pores were enlarged to 18.7 nm in diameter. The diameter of the
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Fig. 2.12.
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←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Fig. 2.12. (figure on facing page) (a–e) Top-view SEM images of the
chloroform-annealed PS-b-P2VP films treated in ethanol for 3 h at different tem-
peratures: (a) 40◦C, (b) 45◦C, (c) 50◦C, (d) 55◦C, and (e) 70◦C. (f) Plots of
the average pore diameter and the interpore distance as a function of swelling
temperatures. (g) Plots of the percentage of thickness increase and porosity as a
function of swelling temperatures. (a–e) have the same magnification. The scale
bar in (e) corresponds to 200 nm. (Reprinted from Ref. 71. Copyright 2013 Amer-
ican Chemical Society.)

pores was up to 26.1 nm by increasing the temperature of the ethanol
bath to 60◦C for 1 h. Additionally, the circular pores can be tuned
from 8 to 17.5 nm in diameter in the PS-b-PMMA films by acetic
swelling.42 It is worth noting that the regulation of the pore size in
the range of 10–30 nm has also been achieved in the PS-b-PFMA
monoliths swelled in SC CO2.86

2.4. Swelling Conditions in Block Copolymers

BCPs, including PS-b-P2VP,53,71, 73, 93 PS-b-P4VP,72,97 PS-b-
PEO,75,98 PS-b-PAA,78,79, 90, 99 PS-b-PMMA,53,80, 82 PS-b-PDMS,83

PS-b-PDMAEMA,76 PS-b-PFMA84–86 and PS-b-PFS84 etc., have
been reported to be employed in the swelling-induced pore generation
process for preparing porous materials so far. We take PS-b-PVP as
an example, the selective swelling follows the protocols below: (i) The
amphiphilic BCP materials are immersed in the swelling agent at
elevated temperatures for durations, the uptake of solvent drives
the hydrophilic P2VP domains to continuously expand their volume,
then the distributed P2VP phases break up the limitation of the
glassy PS matrix with the assist of the accumulated osmosis pres-
sure. The swollen P2VP eventually merge with each other to form a
continuous phase in the PS framework. At the same time, the mobile
P2VP chains squeeze the PS matrix, leading to a slight deformation
of the glassy PS; (ii) The continuous expansion in P2VP volume and
the squeeze of PS matrix are instantly terminated upon the BCP
materials are withdrawn from the swelling agent. At this moment,
the P2VP chains collapse on PS surfaces with the evaporation of
the swelling agent. And the squeezed PS with a plastic deformation
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cannot recover to their original position at room temperature, in
which the temperature is much lower than the Tg of PS of ca. 100◦C.
According to the description of the selective swelling course, there
are many factors governing the swelling effects in BCP materials
therefore.

Overall, BCP materials and swelling agents along with swelling
durations and temperatures are united to contribute to the selective
swelling-induced porous structures. Firstly, in the as-deposited BCP
materials, the non-swollen moiety should be in a glassy state and
constructs a continuous matrix to keep a good mechanical stability.
That is, regardless of room temperature or elevated temperatures of
the swelling agents, a slight plastic deformation of the non-swollen
component is allowed with no sacrifice of the integral stability of such
majority blocks. Since PS meets the needs of the swelling require-
ments in terms of the high mechanical stability, PS-based BCP mate-
rials are thus commonly used in the swelling-induced pore generation.
On the other hand, the swollen moiety should be appointed as the
minority blocks, which is in sharp contrast to the majority blocks
with a non-swollen status. Moreover, to prevent the collapse of the
whole porous structures, the swellable minority domains are needed
to be scattered in the PS matrix. Secondly, swelling agents must be
selected carefully according to the types of BCPs. In other words,
the affinity of the swelling agents to the swellable blocks should be
higher than the non-swellable blocks, where the swelling agents must
be good solvents for the minority chains but nonsolvents for the
majority ones. In the swelling process, the swelling agents contin-
uously diffuse into the minority domains and expand their volume
due to the strong interaction between the solvent and the polymer. If
P2VP is the minority block in a BCP, different agents, such as water,
alcohols or acetic acid etc., can be specified as the swelling solvent to
treat the BCP materials for producing nanoporous species.61,73, 100

Many examples have been included, for instance, swelling PAA in
water79,90 and PMMA in acetic acid have been assigned as a good
pathway to create nanopores in PS-b-PAA and PS-b-PMMA, respec-
tively.80,101 It should be noted that the rule of the block ratios here is
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not fit to that of the micellar structures. That is, the selective swelling
is capable of generating nanopores in the reverse crew-cut micelles
while the majority block can act as the swellable moiety.94 Thirdly,
swelling durations are viewed as a profound impact on the morphol-
ogy evolution and well worth discussing in this section. As described
in Section 2.3, both of the pore morphology and size are continu-
ously evolved with the extension of the swelling durations. Thus the
capture of a wealth of intermediate structures is promising in the
swelling course via the instant termination of the swelling behavior.
Actually, the diverse non-equilibrium structures have been observed
by withdrawing the samples from swelling agents after preset periods
of time.53 However, the produced non-equilibrium structures gener-
ally have no linear proportions to the swelling durations, and no rules
can be followed. So the prediction of these intermediate structures
has been unavailable currently. Importantly, the swelling process of
the BCP materials is always accompanied by the increase of the film
thickness, which can be in favor of the analysis of the structural
evolution of the BCPs.

In the swelling process of BCPs by SC CO2, controlling the uti-
lized BCPs in the range of cubic or lamellar phase separation is
necessary to create pores. To fit to the SC CO2 swelling, the polar
blocks should be fluorinated, facilitating the solubility and helping
the localization of SC CO2 in the swellable domains. Moreover, high
pressures as well as high temperatures are necessary to be applied
in the swelling course. For instance, in the PS-b-PFMA monoliths,
the foam structures were created in a vessel with a high CO2 pres-
sure of 7.5–30 MPa at 60◦C for 1 h.86 Except for high pressures,
the depressurized rate should be also considered in the SC CO2

swelling process since the porous structures are produced during the
released course of the pressure.84,102 Besides, as an excellent pore-
forming solvent in the porous polymer generation processing,103 SC
CO2 exhibited extraordinary ability to foam homopolymers in view
of the gaslike viscosity and surface tension.104–107 Moreover, such
strategy has also been employed in the blending systems of PS-b-
PEP/PS, PS-b-PMMA/PS and PS-b-PDMS/PS.108 On the basis of
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the description of Yokoyama and coworkers, incorporating SC CO2

with methanol could introduce nanoscopic pores in PS-b-P2VP films
while neither SC CO2 nor methanol was able to generate nanopores
in PS-b-P2VP.87 However, SC CO2 foaming approach is still limited
to several types of BCPs in which one block should be fluorinated.

If the types of BCPs, swelling agents and swelling durations are
elaborately controlled in the selective swelling course, diverse inter-
mediate structures should be able to be captured. Many literatures
have reported the selective swelling technique in producing meso- or
nanoscopic pores. As listed in Table 2.1, a series of swelling parame-
ters are summarized. With the development of the selective swelling
in the future, we believe that more and more swelling conditions
included but not limited to the below will be developed.

2.5. Applications

2.5.1. BCP thin films

Spin coating BCP solutions onto the substrates followed by the evap-
oration of the solvent leaves the nonporous films with a thickness of
less than 100 nm behind, we classified thus-obtained BCP materials
as thin films, especially including monolayer micellar films. Due to
the topography features and the presence of the functional groups
equipped with a high activity, the swelling-derived porous BCP thin
films can be exploited to fit to a variety of applications.

2.5.1.1. Template-assisted synthesis of nanopatterns

Directly converting the self-assembled BCP solids into correspond-
ing carbon materials by the carbonization without introducing extra
carbon precursors is intriguing and profound.120–122 We spin-coated
reverse PS (coronas) — P2VP (cores) micelles from toluene solu-
tions, and constructed hexagonally packed monolayer micellar films
on silicon wafers.58 Since hyper-crosslinked PS and P2VP chains
have well been developed with UV illumination,123–125 the expedi-
tious carbonization of the irradiated micelle monolayer at 600◦C for
1 h was performed, leading to the production of long-range ordered
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carbonaceous nanodots arrays on the substrate. Prior to carboniza-
tion, immersing the micellar film into ethanol induced the surface
reconstruction of the micelles, then highly ordered nanoporous topog-
raphy could be created. At this time, by employing the UV cross-
linked procedure along with the carbonization course, well-defined
arrays of carbon nanopits were generated on the substrate. Besides,
reverse micelle monolayers were also capable of yielding nanoporous
PS-b-P2VP templates induced by the surface construction in acetic
acid.56 Then impregnating the nanoporous film into NaAuCl4/HF
solutions for 10–40 s could generate mushroom-shaped gold nanopil-
lars with an ultrathin gold layer underneath, which was attributed
to the galvanic displacement reactions.126,127 An excessive plating
time (∼90 s) commonly caused the merge of the caps of the adjacent
gold mushrooms, forming a continuous top layer instead of pillars.
Consequently, among the mushroom-like gold arrays prepared with
a plating time of 10, 15, 30, 40 and 90 s, the dense nanopillar arrays
prepared from 30 s plating were able to serve as the greatest surface-
enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) substrates of all (Fig. 2.13). Not
limited to the nanopatterns atop the substrates derived from the
micelle templates, the reconstructed PS-b-P2VP reverse micelles in
methanol also acted as the etch mask to realize the generation of
hexagonal hole in silicon substrate via fluorine plasma technique.94

Except for the micelle templates for surface patterning, other
abundant works concerning the preparation of the nanopatterns tem-
plating from utrathin films have been contributed by Russell and
coworkers. They spin-coated the PS-b-P4VP solutions onto the silicon
substrates, thus-obtained films were solvent annealed to guide P4VP
cylinders to disperse into PS matrix, where P4VP were oriented nor-
mal to the surface.114 Then ethanol-induced surface reconstruction
introduced highly ordered nanopores in the thin films. Subsequently,
the nanoporous films can be capped by a PDMS layer followed by
the thermal annealing at 80◦C for 1 h, inducing PDMS to diffuse into
pores. Exposing the hybrid films to oxygen plasma was capable of
etching away PS-b-P4VP moiety and converting PDMS into silicon
oxide as well, allowing the creation of long-range lateral arrays of
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Fig. 2.13. (a) Fabrication of Nanostructured Gold Substrates for SERS by BCP-
templated galvanic displacement (PS, Blue; P2VP, Orange; Si, Black; Au, Yellow).
(b) TEM image of cross-sectional specimen cut normal to the surface of the Si
wafer, the sample obtained by plating for 30 s. The scale bar corresponds to
200 nm. (Reprinted from Ref. 56. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society.)

silicon oxide nanodots or strips. Moreover, the metal layer consisted
of gold nanoparticles was easily to cover the reconstructed film sur-
face by the thermal evaporation technique instead of the PDMS coat-
ing (Fig. 2.14).116 The reactive ion etching (RIE) further removed
the BCP films while drilling pores along the position of pores, then
the highly oriented porous Si substrates were able to be produced
finally.

2.5.1.2. Surface guiding nanomaterials

Controlling the placement of nanopaticles or biomolecules in the
reconstructed BCP films has attracted extensive attention from
researchers. However, the capability of the placement should be influ-
enced by the structural and chemical features of the BCP materials.
The PS-b-P4VP films composed of hexagonal reverse micelles could
be obtained by spin-coating the toluene solutions on the substrates
as described above. Upon the toluene solution of PS-b-P4VP incor-
porated with silver acetate (AgAc) was deposited on the substrate,
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Fig. 2.14. Schematic representation of the fabrication of nanoporous templates:
(a) spin-coating of PS-b-P4VP on a variety of substrates; (b) preparation of
highly long-range ordered films via solvent annealing; (c) surface reconstruction
of ordered films; (d) gold evaporation of the reconstructed films; (e) fabrication of
nanoporous templates via reactive ion etching. (Reprinted from Ref. 116. Copy-
right 2008 American Chemical Society.)

the coordination of P4VP and silver salts facilitated the formation
of cores in reverse micelles with PS coronas.89 Ag salts were reduced
to nanoparticles by the electron beam of TEM, whilst the nanopar-
ticles could be further observed to dwell into the cores of micelles.
The isolated Ag aggregates transformed into a continuous matrix
on the surface of the monolayer micelles once ethanol-induced sur-
face construction was employed in the micellar film. If the P4VP
block was replaced by PAA in PS-b-P4VP, the surface reconstruction-
induced in-situ micelle inversion resulted in the migration of func-
tional PAA chains to the film surface, allowing the conjugation of
the exposed carboxylic acid moieties of PAA to amine functional
streptavidin-Alexa Fluor via a cross-linking agent.118 The bound flu-
orescently labeled protein exhibited fluorescence under a fluorescence
microscope, indicating the availability of biological applications in
reconstructed BCP materials. To guide the arrangement of bovine
immunoglobulin G (IgG), the reconstructed PS-b-P4VP film with
monolayer reverse micelles was immersed in the protein solution.113
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The protein preferentially adsorbed on the PS-rich regions to further
produce high-density protein patterns. Due to the reversibility and
no mass loss in the constructed course, the reconstructed structure
can be recovered to the initial morphology. Therefore, spin-coating
metal salt solutions on the nanoporous PS-b-P2VP templates drove
the formation of metal salt-loaded P2VP without the sacrifice of the
ordering of pores.110 External stimulus, i.e. exposing to a selective
solvent of PS or annealing at temperatures above Tg of P2VP, were
able to cause the P2VP along with metal salts to be drawn into
the pores. The removal of polymer and the reduction of metal salts
by oxygen plasma lead to the production of well-ordered metal dots
occupying the position of the original pores.

Except for the films consisted of monolayer micelles, the ultra-
thin films with well-registered topography are also generally utilized
to precisely control the arrangement of nanopaticles. An etching-
resisted gold surface was produced on the nanoporous BCP templates
shown in Fig. 2.14. The desposited gold had no access to enter into
the pore walls (Fig. 2.15(a)).115 Upon the gold-coated reconstructed
film was heated to above Tg of PS-b-P4VP, the motion of BCP chains
was enhanced than that at room temperature, leading to the recov-
ery of the film to the original solid state with well-ordered phase
separation. If the heating temperature was set as 115 ± 1◦C with
10 min durations, the deposited gold nanoparticles with a certain
thickness of less than ∼0.5 nm were drawn into the pores lining
along the P4VP chains (Fig. 2.15(b)). At this stage, transferring
the surface pattern to the underlying silicon oxide could be avail-
able by RIE followed by the removal of gold. With a gold layer of
more than ∼0.5 nm in thickness on the reconstructed film, ther-
mal annealing at 180◦C for 30 min caused some gold nanoparticles
drawn into the pores and the other still dwelt on the film surface
(Fig. 2.15(c)).

The hexagonally packed cylinders oriented normal to the sur-
face in PS-b-P4VP film were able to be converted into perpendicu-
larly cylindrical pores after surface construction in ethanol.111 If the
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Fig. 2.15. Gold decoration on the reconstructed PS-b-P4VP films (a) outside the
pore, (b) inside the pore, and (c) having the ring pattern. Three magnified images
are shown in the inset indicating the gold nanoparticles (scale bar: 100 nm).
(Reprinted from Ref. 115. Copyright 2008 American Chemical Society.)
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initial morphology was fundamentally altered as parallel cylinders,
the reconstructed structures were transformed into nanochannels
oriented parallel to the substrate correspondingly. An aqueous solu-
tion of palladium (Pd) nanoparticles with the stabilization of cit-
rate molecules was monitored in such reconstructed pores, which
was induced by the double effects of coordination and electrostatic
interaction between P4VP and citrate. Upon the polymer templates
were removed by pyrolysis, the highly ordered Pd nanodots and
nanowires were retained on the substrates. The lamellar-forming
BCPs also have much potential to pattern nanoparticles after sur-
face reconstruction. The densely packed grooves were generated by
treating perpendicularly oriented PS-b-PMMA films in the PS- or
PMMA-selective vapor, such as cyclohexane or acetic acid, respec-
tively.117 Then CdSe@ZnS quantum dots (QDs) or ZnO solutions
were spin-coat onto the film prepared by the swelling of acetic acid,
capable of packing the particles line along the grooves dominantly
(Fig. 2.16). As such, the selective placement of CdSe@ZnS QDs on
the mesa of the topographical patterns constructed by cyclohexane
swelling also can be available. The arrangement of the nanoparticles
was driven by the evaporation-induced capillary force. Compared to
the selective etching approach in which PMMA should be removed,
swelling-induced PS-b-PMMA templates exhibited a more excellent
placement capability of nanoparticles. Interestingly, the dual arrange-
ment of nanoparticles was achieved by spin-coating of two types
of nanoparticles in turn. In case of acid aqueous solution as the
swelling agent, the swelling behavior occurred easily in the proto-
nated P2VP chains, and anion metal salts would like to diffuse into
the swelling domains and bind to the protonated P2VP blocks.128

The oxygen plasma was used to remove the polymer template while
the metal salts were reduced to nanoparticles at the position of
original P2VP domains. Compared to alcohols, the acid environ-
ment actually facilitated the generation of cavities in the PS-b-P2VP
films, providing a great opportunity to produce ordered arrays of
nanoparticles.109,127, 129–131
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Fig. 2.16. Microscopic images of nanomaterials deposited on the surface recon-
structed PS-b-PMMA block copolymer thin films with perpendicular orientation
after the solvent treatment with PMMA-selective acetic acid. FE-SEM images of
CdSe@ZnS QDs located in the nanoscale-grooves in (a) randomly oriented lamel-
lar, (b) one-dimensional (1D) directed-assembled lamellar, and (c) cylindrical
morphology, and (d) the AFM image of well aligned 1-D ZnO nanorods arrays
placed in the nanoscale-grooves in 1D directed-assembled lamellar morphology
BCP pattern. (Reprinted from Ref. 117. Copyright 2009 American Chemical
Society.)

2.5.2. Bulk BCP materials

2.5.2.1. Separation membranes

Generally, the bulk BCP materials in the form of films have the
thickness from several hundred nanometers to tens of micrometers,
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fitting to diverse applications in a wealth of areas. By employing
the swelling-induced pore generation strategy, as we have predicted
before,54 the produced films exhibit porous nature and have much
potential to be utilized as separation membranes. Considering that
the periodicity of the BCP domains is trapped in the range of 5–100
nm,132 the nano- or ultra-filtration membranes are possibly available
from BCPs.

We prepared PS-b-P2VP composite membranes by coating the
BCP solutions on the microporous polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)
membranes to enhance the mechanical strength.62 The composite
membranes were treated into hot ethanol to transform the BCP layer
into the mesoporous structures with a thickness of 4 ∼ 7 μm, induc-
ing the production of the ultrafiltation membranes (Fig. 2.17). The
pore size of the BCP top layer can be tuned by adjusting the swelling
durations in ethanol at 60◦C. For instance, the average pore size was
determined to be ∼8 nm after swelling for 1 h. The pore diameters
were further increased to ∼15 and ∼18 nm for 4 and 15 h of swelling,
respectively. Extending the swelling durations to 24 and 30 h led to
the pore size reaching ∼22 and ∼25 nm, respectively. Correspond-
ingly, the permeability of the composite membranes can be regulated
in a large scale, from 101 L/(m2·h·bar) to 313 L/(m2·h·bar), with the
elongation of the swelling durations. Meanwhile, the retention rates
of bovine serum albumin (BSA) were also decreased from 100% to
64.5%. Attributing to the high-precision adjustment of the swelling
in pore size, the BCP membranes can realize a superior size-selective
separation to discriminate 2 and 10 nm colloidal gold nanoparticles.
Moreover, with the elongation of the swelling durations, more and
more P2VP chains of weak polyelectrolyte migrated to the film sur-
face which had been demonstrated by XPS spectra. The BCP mem-
brane was endowed with a hydrophilic surface by the enrichment
of the active P2VP chains. Thus an excellent antifouling property
was obtained in the membranes. The conformation of P2VP can
be altered according to the surroundings such as acid or alkaline
environment.133,134 That is, in the acid solutions, the stretch of the
protonated P2VP chains causes the pores closing. Conversely, the
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Fig. 2.17. SEM images of the (a) top view and (b and c) cross-sectional view of
the composite membrane at different magnifications, with the PS-b-P2VP layer
supported on the macroporous PVDF membrane subjected to ethanol-swelling
at 60◦C for 15 h. The boxed areas in (c) indicate the penetration of BCP into
the PVDF macropores near the PS-b-P2VP-PVDF interface. The scale bars in
(a) and (c) correspond to 1 μm, and the scale bar in (b) corresponds to 20 μm.
(Reprinted from Ref. 62. Copyright 2012 Royal Society of Chemistry.)

reopening pores are obtained due to the collapse of the P2VP chains
in alkaline environment. Hence the composite membranes with nar-
row pore size distributions were capable of exhibiting a completely
reversed pH-responsive in water flux.

Introducing the solvent annealing in the preparation process of
the composite membranes, the HOMEs with perpendicularly straight
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Fig. 2.18. The schematic illustration of the fabrication process of homoporous
BCP membranes supported on macroporous polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF)
membranes. (Reprinted from Ref. 67. Copyright 2014 Elsevier.)

pores in the BCP layer were achieved.67 70-nm-annealed PS-b-P2VP
films were composited on the PVDF membranes by the transfer strat-
egy, further immersing such composite membranes into hot ethanol
was able to convert the perpendicular cylinders into straight pores
in the BCP layer. The fabricated course of the HOMEs is illustrated
in Fig. 2.18. The obtained HOMEs exhibited an average pore size of
34.4 nm in the top surface after swelling at 60◦C for 15 h. Due to the
preferentially segregation of P2VP chains to the substrate interface
in the film formation process, the pore size in the bottom surface
was decreased to 27.2 nm at this time. If the pore size of the bottom
surface was considered, the surface porosity of the HOMEs can be
estimated as 11.7%. However, the permeability of the HOMEs can
reach as high as 1686 L/(m2·h·bar) which is approximately 10 times
than that of commercial membranes. Under the same swelling con-
ditions, the unannealed membranes exhibited a poor permeability
compared to the HOMEs, implying better performances are avail-
able in the HOMEs. Moreover, the retention rates of BSA and 12
nm silica nanoparticles were appointed as around 45% and 95%,
respectively. Due to the narrow pore size distribution, the composite
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membranes can realize an ultrahigh performance in size-selective
separation. Thus the molecular cut-off of the HOMEs was further
determined as 165 kDa by filtrating the mixture of dextrans with
the molecular weight from 10 to 500 kDa. The enrichment of P2VP
chains on pore walls also contributed to the pH-responsive water flux
of the HOMEs. We note that the mechanical strength of the HOMEs
with a thickness of 85 nm was good because their resistance to the
transmembrane pressure can be up to 0.5 bar.

On the other hand, directly coating of PS-b-P2VP solutions on
the PVDF supports shown in Fig. 2.17 was also capable of producing
the HOMEs, but the solvent annealing must be included prior to the
swelling-induced pore generation process.63 With the first ethanol
swelling, the HOMEs comprised of the straight pores in the top sur-
face of the BCP layer were produced (Membr.1). Subsequently, UV
cross-linking of the surface was able to fix the homoporous structures.
Then the secondary ethanol swelling further enlarged the pore size
of the sub-layer of the BCP membranes while keeping the fixed sur-
face structures intact. The composite membranes produced by the
two-time swelling exhibited higher separation selectivity than that of
the one-time swelling at no expense of the permeability (Fig. 2.19).
For instance, After UV exposure and secondary swelling at 60◦C
for 1 (Membr.2) and 15 h (Membr.3), the composite membranes
exhibited a permeability of 295 and 557 L/(m2·h·bar), respectively.
Meanwhile, the BSA rejection can be up to 95.6% and 94.7% for the
membranes with 1 and 15 h swelling, respectively. Without solvent
annealing, UV treatment or secondary swelling, the composite mem-
branes treated by the one-time swelling at 60◦C for 1 h (Membr.4)
showed a permeability of 391 L/(m2·h·bar) as well as a BSA retention
of 59.4%. Increasing the swelling to 15 h (Membr.5), the permeabil-
ity was up to 788 L/(m2·h·bar), but the BSA was achieved as low as
47.4%. Moreover, by comparing Membr.1 and 2, we can conclude that
Membr.2 (with secondary swelling) have three times larger than that
of Membr.1(without secondary swelling) in permeability, whilst their
BSA retention kept nearly the same with each other. Furthermore,
the homogeneous pores of the produced composite membranes
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Fig. 2.19. The water flux and BSA rentention of different membranes. Membr.
1: annealed and swelling-treated membrane without UV exposure; Membr. 2 and
Membr. 3: the membranes subjected to UV exposure and secondary swelling at
60◦C for 1 h and 15 h, respectively; Membr. 4 and Membr. 5: the membranes
which were only swollen in ethanol at 60◦C for 1 h and 15 h, respectively and
no solvent annealing, UV treatment or secondary annealing was carried on them.
(Reprinted from Ref. 63. Copyright 2015 Elsevier.)

led to an excellent size sieving to discriminate 22 and 102 kDa
of PEG.

Other BCPs have also been considered as candidates to fab-
ricate nanoporous membranes with homoporous pores apart from
PS-b-PVP. Ahn and co-workers have prepared the PS-b-PMMA
films, where the perpendicularly aligned PMMA cylinders in the PS
matrix were produced in the top and bottom of the films while the
random oriented PMMA phases dwell in the interior.82 Immersing
the films with a thickness of 200 nm into acetic acid, a selective sol-
vent for PMMA, induced the generation of nanoporous membranes
as a result of the confined swelling of the PMMA. The diameter of the
hexagonally packed pores of the BCP membranes can be continuously
tuned by different immersing durations. The membranes treated with
30 s, 2 min and 60 min swelling had a porosity of 2.1, 3.3 and 17.1%,
respectively. A stepwise increase of the transmembrane pressure was
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Fig. 2.20. (a) Flux of deionized water for 200 nm-thick, nanoporous PS-b-PMMA
film with a swelling time of 60 min in acetic acid, where the pressure was step-
wisely applied from 0.1 to 2.0 bar. (b) Pressure-dependent flux for nanoporous
PS-b-PMMA films with swelling time of 30 s, 2 min, and 60 min in acetic acid
(corresponding to pore diameters of 6.0, 7.5, and 17.5 nm, respectively). (c) UV-
vis absorption spectra of feed solution with 20 nm Au NPs and filtered solution
through nanoporous PS-b-PMMA films with swelling times of 30 s, 2 min, and
60 min. (d) Rejection (R) of nanoporous UF membranes as a function of Au NP
size. (Reprinted from Ref. 82. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.)

employed to measure the flux of the composite membranes prepared
with a swelling duration of 60 min (Fig. 2.20(a)), indicating the sta-
bility of the performance of the membranes. Additionally, the mem-
branes with a swelling of 30 s and 2 min were also used to measure
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the flux with an applied pressure from 0.1 to 2 bar (Fig. 2.20(b)).
These results illustrate that the membranes are defect-free in the
course of the measurements. A flux of 195 L/m2·h (at 1 bar), which
is comparable to the commercial membranes, can be obtained in the
BCP membranes with an immersion time of 60 min in acetic acid.
Thanks to the tunable pore sizes in the BCP membranes, the diverse
selectivity in rejecting gold nanoparticles was realized (Fig. 2.20(c)
and (d)).

On the basis of the amphiphilic block copolymer of PS-b-PMMA,
Zavala-Rivera and co-workers had developed collective osmotic shock
to prepare the ordered membranes.101 They initially controlled
PMMA to self-assemble into the hexagonal PMMA spheres within
the PS matrix in PS-b-PMMA films. Subsequent ultraviolet irradia-
tion was applied to degrade PMMA oligomers and cross-link the PS
matrix meanwhile. As the selective solvent for PMMA, acetic acid
was used to treat the UV-illuminated BCP films. In this course, acetic
acid penetrated into the semi-impermeable PS matrix to swell the
PMMA oligomers and yield high osmotic stresses. The high osmotic
imbalance ruptured the PS matrix and released the PMMA oligomers
to produce ordered perforated multilayers (Fig. 2.21). Photonics,
nanofiltration and optoelectronics were further performed to demon-
strate their availability in the prepared self-supported PS-b-PMMA
materials. The pore diameter of the membrane surface was estimated
to be 1∼2 nm by the filtration experiments, where, the rejection
of malachite green oxalate (MGO, Mw = 927 Da) could be up to
99.98%. They can still minimize the pore size by employing the BCPs
with a lower molecular weight to fabricate the membranes. Thus-
obtained membranes had a rejection of 99.98% for methyl orange
(MO, Mw = 327 Da).

It has been theoretically predicted that slit-shaped pores
with high aspect ratio are superior in permeability as well as
selectivity.135,136 To develop ultrafiltration membranes with high
performances from BCPs, the cylindrical pores were mechanically
stretched along the uniaxial direction to produce membranes with
elliptical pores (Fig. 2.22(a)).137 With the increase of the strain from
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Fig. 2.21. The microstructure of collective osmotic shock generated perforated
multilayers. a, b, Microstructure of PS-b-PMMA (82.5 kDa, φPMMA ∼0.14) film;
fracture cross-section (a) and surface (b). c, d, Microstructure of a PS-b-PMMA
(146 kDa, φPMMA ∼0.14) film after peeling with tape; side view (c) and surface of
its intermediate layers (d). Both these films have received the optimal ultraviolet
dosage. e, Idealized schematic of the self-supported perforated multilayer. All scale
bars are 200 nm. (Reprinted from Ref. 101. Copyright 2012 Nature Publishing
Group.)

0 to 60%, both of the pore width and length were simultaneously
enhanced as well as the surface porosity. The aspect ratio of pores
was up to 2.8 while 60% strain was employed in the composite mem-
branes. Moreover, the elongations occurred in the lateral direction
of the membranes, which led to the decrease of the thicknesses of
the membranes gradually from 85 to 53 nm with a strain of 0 and
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Fig. 2.22. (a) An illustration of the preparation of composite membranes with
elongated elliptic pores by stretching. (Reprinted from Ref. 137). Copyright 2016
Royal Society of Chemistry. (b) The surface SEM image of the TCE-annealed
BCP film subjected to ethanol swelling at 50◦C for 3 h. (c) The cross-sectional
SEM image of the BCP membrane transferred onto a PES substrate and (d) the
corresponding image of (c) with higher magnification. (e) Water fluxes and BSA
retentions of the composite membranes with the BCP layers subjected to different
durations of swelling from 1 h to 24 h. The scale bars correspond to 1 μm, 5 μm
and 400 nm for (b), (c) and (d), respectively. (Reprinted from Ref. 70. Copyright
2014 Royal Society of Chemistry.)
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60%, respectively. The permeability of the composite membranes
with 60% strain can be determined to be 15 000 L/(m2·h·bar). Such
high permeability is comparable to that of the microfiltration mem-
branes, and 7 times higher than that of the pristine membranes with
cylindrical pores. The ultrahigh flux promised the external-energy-
free ultrafiltration course in rejecting BSA and 30 nm colloidal gold
nanoparticles as well as discriminating 10 and 30 nm colloidal gold
nanoparticles. Because of the limitation of the tensile strength of the
composite membranes, the produced pores with high aspect ratios
can merely be named as elliptical pores rather than slit-shaped pores.
However, the stretching course still indicates the good mechanical
stability of the swelling-induced HOMEs.

The annealed morphology can be regulated as the cylinders
oriented not only normal but also parallel to the film surface.
Controlling the as-coated PS-b-P2VP film in the saturated 1, 1,
2-trichloroethane (TCE) vapor for several minutes was able to induce
the formation of the parallel P2VP cylinders embedding in a PS
matrix.70 The annealed film was subsequently converted into slit-
shaped pores at the positions of the initial parallel P2VP cylinders
by ethanol swelling. The generation of slit-shaped pores with a pore
width of 12.5 nm was achieved by treating the BCP films in ethanol
at 50◦C for 3 h (Fig. 2.22(b)). The obtained slit-shaped pores pos-
sessed well-defined features as determined from SEM images and
grazing incident small-angle X-ray spectroscopy (GISAXS), reveal-
ing that the sleeping pores spanned the BCP films over a millimeter
scale. By adjusting the thickness of the PS-b-P2VP films, one ∼
or two-layer parallel cylinders was able to be fabricated with sol-
vent annealing, which then can be converted into one (25.6 nm) or
two-layer (42 nm, Fig. 2.22(c) and (d)) slit-shaped pores by ethanol
swelling, respectively. The membranes with slit-shaped pores were
endowed with the porosity as high as 34%. Such high porosity was
more than double as compared to that of the standing pores (14.8%)
derived from the same BCPs. In addition, with the extension of the
swelling durations, the hydrophilic property of the membrane surface
was gradually enhanced as demonstrated by water contact angles and
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X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The composite membrane
subjected to ethanol swelling at 50◦C for 24 h remained an amazing
permeability of 3390 L/(m2·h·bar), whilst 97% rejection of BSA was
obtained by employing the membrane prepared with ethanol swelling
at 50◦C for 1 h (Fig. 2.22(e)). Meanwhile, the excellent discrimination
of 2 and 10 nm colloidal gold nanoparticles was available for the com-
posite membranes. Recently, the heterogeneous membranes with the
swelling-induced layered hollow porous poly(styrene)-b-poly(N,N-
dimethylaminoethylmethacrylate) (PS-b-PDMAEMA) films atop the
track-etched polyethylene terephthalate (PET) membrane has been
prepared by Wen and coworkers.76 High-performance ionic rectifica-
tion and highly efficient cation gating were demonstrated in thus-
obtained short-range ordered structures in this work.

2.5.2.2. Other applications

The swelling-induced mesoporous structures have much potential to
be used in diverse areas, including but not limited to the afore-
mentioned applications. We fabricated the porous PS-b-P2VP films
by selective swelling on the glass substrate to achieve a transmit-
tance higher than 99%.60 By exposing the porous BCP films to the
PS-selective solvent, for instance, cyclohexane, the open pores were
gradually closed due to the enhanced locomotion of PS chains and
the necessarity of prevention of energetic unfavorable.68 The solid
film would recover to the initial porous structures again upon the
P2VP-selective solvents (e.g. ethanol) were utilized as the swelling
agents. The BCP films with pore-open and pore-closed states pre-
sented an excellent reversible switch of the transmittance even after
20 cycles of such transitions. Besides, the swelling-induced porous
films can be applied to control and release biomaterials. Typically,
the bicontinuous structures with a pore size of over 20 nm, generated
by ethanol swelling at 70◦C for 1 h, could provide the efficient space
to fill bovine serum albumin with a size of 6.8 nm.68 Notably, the syn-
ergistic effects including the electrostatic interaction between BSA
and BCP and capillary force facilitate the filling of BSA. The BCP
films without cyclohexane immersion possessed complete openings.
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Fig. 2.23. The cumulative release profiles of BSA from the ethanol-treated S2VP
film in the fully pore-open state (without subsequent cyclohexane exposure) and
the S2VP film in the partially pore-opened state (with a subsequent cyclohexane
exposure for 30 s) (a) and the long-term release profile of BSA from the lat-
ter S2VP film, which is in the partially pore-opened state (b). (Reprinted from
Ref. 68. Copyright 2015 Royal Society of Chemistry.)
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Another BCP films were immersed into cyclohexane for 30 s to drive
the partial pores to be closed. Apparently, in the same period, the
cumulative BSA loading of the “opened” films was much higher than
that of the films with cyclohexane immersion (Fig. 2.23(a)). Even so,
cyclohexane-treated films with part openings were benefit to achieve
a long-term release of BSA. As shown in Fig. 2.23(b), the release
period of BSA can be up to over 20 days.

Because of the interpenetrated pores with excellent perme-
ability in the swelling-induced bicontinuous structures, the BCP
template-directed synthesis has been proposed. The oligomeric
phenol-formaldehyde resol precursor was infiltrated into the bicon-
tinuous BCP networks, the subsequent thermopolymerization fol-
lowed by carbonization facilitated the fabrication of the replicated
nanoporous carbons (Fig. 2.24).138 The carbonization acts as two
roles: the degradation of BCPs and the transformation of pehnolic
resin into carbons. Thus-produced carbons possessed both microscale
and mesoscale porosities. The mesopores were replicated from BCPs
while the microproes were yielded by the release of fragments of resin
with low molecular weights in the course of carbonization. However,
the micropores drilled on the mesopore walls were equipped with
a low resistance of charge diffusion, capable of facilitating the ion
transport. Therefore, as the supercapacitor, the as-obtained hier-
archical carbon exhibited a capacitance of 173 F/g as well as the
high rate and steady capacitance of 165 F/g at 5A/g after 10 000
cycles. On the other hand, once the bicontinuous structures were
coated with Al2O3 by atomic layer deposition (ALD) followed by
calcination in air, the highly porous networks of Al2O3 nanotubes
were fabricated (Fig. 2.25(a)).69 The thickness of the deposited Al2O3

can be adjusted by ALD cycles. For example, the wall thickness of
the nanotubes was designed as ∼3 nm with 10 ALD cycles. Such
ultrathin nanotube walls led to a porosity as high as ∼90% in the
networks of Al2O3 nanotubes. Hence, a porosity of ∼70–90% can be
obtained in the Al2O3 networks by tuning the ALD cycles. Such net-
works possessed self-supporting property due to their good mechan-
ical stability. Considering that Al2O3 exhibits a strong capability
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Fig. 2.24. Schematic diagram of the synthesis process of the hierarchically
porous carbons. (a) The monolithic mesoporous PS-b-P2VP film subjected to
ethanol swelling at 60◦C for 15 h. The P2VP phases are marked red and the
PS phases green. (b) Infilitration of the porous PS-b-P2VP template with resol
solutions, followed by thermopolymerization. (c) The nanostructured carbon with
bimodal porosity obtained by the carbonization of the resol-filled PS-b-P2VP
composite. The micropores are presented as white holes and not drawn to scale.
The digital photos of the corresponding samples are presented in the bottom.
The chemical structure of the PS-b-P2VP template and resol are also included in
this figure. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) (Reprinted from Ref. 138.
Copyright 2017 Elsevier.)

of adsorbing water, the enhanced conductivity should be obtained
in the Al2O3 nanotube networks, although electrical conductivity is
not available for alumina itself. The adsorbed water can enable the
nanotube networks to acquire good proton conduction and decreased
impedence. That is, the enhanced current was achieved in such sys-
tems. A voltage of 2 V was fixed in the loop of a device containing the
networks of Al2O3 nanotubes. The fabricated well-defined and inter-
connected nanotubes exhibited high humidity-sensing performance
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Fig. 2.25. (a) The cross-sectional SEM image of a 10-cycle alumina nanotube
network with a total thickness of ∼5 μm. The scale bar in panel a corresponds
to 1 μm. (b) The electric current (I)−RH curves of alumina nanotube networks
prepared at 10 cycles (�), 20 cycles (•), 40 cycles (�), 60 cycles (�) of alumina
ALD and of four different control samples: (i) the pristine, uncoated porous BCP
templates, (ii) the BCP membrane subjected to 10 cycles of alumina deposition
before removal of the template, and the smooth alumina film that was ALD-
deposited directly onto the substrate with a thickness of ∼200 nm (iii) before and
(iv) after calcination at 540◦C. Inset in panel a shows the magnified I−RH curves
of the four control samples. (Reprinted from Ref. 69. Copyright 2012 American
Chemical Society.)

in the humidity range of 30–90% (Fig. 2.25(b)). The samples pre-
pared with 10 ALD cycles possessed the highest sensing performance
than other networks produced with different ALD cycles. Such sig-
nificantly improved sensitivity should be attributed to the ultrathin
nanotube walls as well as the large porosity of the Al2O3 networks.
Upon the deposited precursor was switched to TiO2 by ALD, the
BCP-templated mesoporous TiO2 networks can serve as perovskite
solar cells with a high efficient of 12.5%.139 Also, both of the pre-
pared TiO2 nanotube network and the mesoporous BCP film itself
exhibited a good antireflective property, and a photocatalysis effect
was remained in TiO2 network as well.60

Besides, HOMEs are also able to be used in templating applica-
tions, in which the functional materials with homogeneous percola-
tion capability can be synthesized. The supramolecules consisted of
PS-b-P4VP and PDP were able to self-assemble into well-defined
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morphologies by retarded evaporation of solvent.72 As discussed
above, the well-ordered nanoporous structures can be prepared by
swelling the pre-aligned BCP films at elevated temperatures. Here,
the long-range ordered pores with perpendicular and gyroidal geome-
tries could be obtained by treating the pre-aligned films in hot
ethanol. Both effects including the swelling of P4VP and the dis-
solution of PDP were carried out in hot ethanol, which contributed
to the expanded pores in size. The active P4VP chains were enriched
on pore walls, which enabled the carbon precursor, resol, to refill into
the pores. The subsequent thermopolymerization and carbonization
of the BCP/resol could produce perpendicular carbon nanofibers or
gyroidal carbon networks on the substrates (Fig. 2.26). ZnO was fur-
ther deposited on the active pore walls of the 7μm-thick BCP films
with gyroidal pores by ALD. Consequently, the gyroidal networks of

Fig. 2.26. Carbon replicas templated from BCP monolithic membranes. (a, b)
SEM and (c) TEM images with different magnifications of carbon nanofibers
templated from membranes with cylindrical pores. The membrane templates were
prepared by treating the BCP supramolecular cylinders in ethanol at 60◦C for
1 h. (d, e) SEM and (f) TEM images of the carbon replica templated from BCP
membranes with gyroidal pores. The membranes were prepared by treating the
BCP supramolecular gyroids in ethanol at 60◦C for 1 h. The scale bars are 10 μm
for (a), 2 μm for (d), 500 nm for (b, e), and 100 nm for (c, d). (Reprinted from
Ref. 72. Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.)
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ZnO were synthesized by the subsequent calcination of the samples
in air. By tuning the deposition cycles, the gyroidal networks con-
taining ZnO nanorods or nanotubes can be selectively fabricated.140

Due to the interconnected structures and rough surfaces, the gyroidal
ZnO nanorods and nanotubes possessed a porosity of 77% and 86%,
respectively. Therefore, the gyroidal networks of ZnO nanotubes
exhibited higher sensitivity than that of ZnO nanorods in sensing
ethanol vapor. The superior formaldehyde sensing performance can
be also achieved in gyroidal ZnO nanotubes. Compared to the pre-
vious reported sensors based on ZnO nanorods or nanotubes and
many reported 3D nanostructures, the gyroidal nanotubes shows the
highest sensitivity to formaldehyde with a concentration of 50 ppm.
Additionally, the interconnected porous networks were produced by
selectively swelling of PS-b-P4VP in methanol-CO2 system, which
further acted as the templates to synthesize the porous polypyrrole
film.112 The chemoresistor-type gas sensor fabricated by the prepared
film showed a high sensitivity for ammonia.

2.6. Conclusions

The selective swelling approach has been established to produce
porous nanostructures with diverse morphologies, including 1D
nanofibers/nanorods, 2D ultrathin films and 3D bulk materials, in
many types of BCPs. Such route exhibits the advantages of the
extreme ease, nondestructive nature, inherent hydrophilic surfaces
and structural reversibility in the pore forming process. The interac-
tions between solvents and BCPs are necessary to be carefully tuned
to capture the non-equilibrium or equilibrium structures. Without
the pre-alignment of the BCPs, the irregular pores are generally pre-
pared by the selective swelling in BCP materials. Controlling the
ordered phase separation of BCPs prior to swelling makes the long-
range ordered pores realized, where the pore sizes are capable of being
continuously tuned by adjusting the swelling conditions. Attribut-
ing to a series of advantages of the selective swelling, the swelling-
induced porous BCP membranes have been employed to fit to
diverse applications, including membrane separations, antireflective
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coatings and humidity sensors, etc. Still, we should investigate the
mechanism of the swelling-induced pore generation by a wealth of
tools, for instance, in-situ GISAXS or other in-situ techniques, to
observe the dynamic evolution of the structure. Besides, the selec-
tive swelling also leads to the generation of abundant functional
groups lining along the pores or surface, which needs to be drawn
more attention afterwards. Moreover, considering that the selective
swelling currently focuses on the PS-based BCPs which can not pro-
vide the excellent mechanical strength, novel BCPs are necessary to
be exploited to prepare nanoporous materials by selective swelling,
which should be suitable to more applications with high demanding
in mechanical stability.
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